
SUN TRUE FIRE

This text appeared as a spam comment on one of my blogs. 
Obviously randomly generated by a computer using a variety of 
Chinese text, it is gloriously poetic, Gertrude Stein-like in its 
opacity. I think it could make a stupendous orchestral/choral work. 
Cras melior est. 

drunk among them, lead the way a clear voice way: I if the 

certificate gets highest bodhi and become is feeling already, 

the Buddha Cha resided, have enough to have no quantity 

unimaginable contribution majesty. Didn’t have a hell, 

hungry ghost, animals and fly the type of peristalsis. All 

whole


protect me, and don’t make me long-term and lonesome. 

Hua Yue Ming says. Does someone humiliate you now?The 

square green Lan says. Doing not call to humiliate as well is 

some the man want to have me cheapness, however, you 

trust, I cope with of of. Hua Yue Ming says. Square green 

LanH’m one say: Month


list to come up, you organize hand to investigate well to 

those people some kind of. BE, secretary. Way in the Zhen 
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Du. The square green Lan ordered to nod, then meaningful 

way: Old Zhen, you also about have in organizing ministerial 

position a. Heart in the Zhen Du in not from of a burst of


do that matter of have a voice to ring especially. BE on the 

second floor in the small living room, the farmland Xin 

supports chin to in a serious manner say: Each elder sister’s 

younger sister, I tallied up now an experience precept. The 

small Xin has again what insight?River fishing the month 

smile


characters big room in sky, see appearance, rushing 

through the wagon is a head just to, otherwise also can’t 

like this vehemence. This act, let public a foolish, 

unexpectedly originally rush through a car is a positive lord, 

two women in the car compartment are next in importance, 

however in the


now and in fact believe in what all unimportant, as long as 

own heart can be quite good, ability the feeling know his/her 
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own correct road even if bestly believe in, living vivid is 

looking for the most safe, the most correct road, if finding 

out affirmation can’t hesitate again, will definitely
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protects, never dynasty company! Su protected anti- poem, 

get a house will directly from dynasty song, rush to hope 

state but go. The that fee Zhong and You Yun Er people 

from palace feel this Su protects a difference, the temple 

then sent person secret surveillance after and saw Su 

protect for, don’


for a sky at 7: 30, mansion City, square green Lan have a 

meal a location and tell, and give an account caution of their 

road some empress hang machine. Little Lin Zi 

accompanies square green Lan to drink tea chat together, 

the period makes reference to Wu Wu Juan to think to go 

into partnership the


big case wants a case, the glory once signed for several 

times a to wait achievement, second class achievement and 

No. 3 quality achievement, the result has been already had 

and arrives college now and unexpectedly have already let 
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he the whole especially Xun class, is older than dint stand, 

save


sun true fire, toward stone sew medium wing absolute 

being, the stone sews and then is expanded to open, 

became enough he takes of stone hole, don’t neglect as 

well of will work properly a root to pull out, worked properly 

a top to still have a few fruits, the flavor comes into nostrils. 

The


must take care of, the azure stone of is clean bottle of in 

three light absolute being water is exactly the key that cures 

that ginseng fruit tree, view sound can go toward eight the 

treasure contribution take some contribution saint water in 

the pond, then go toward in those five Chuang views walk



